
 
 
 

Fiction (Y) 
Arnold, David.  Mosquitoland. 
After the sudden collapse of her family, Mim Malone is dragged from her home in northern Ohio to the “wastelands” of Mississippi, 
where she lives with her dad and new stepmom. Before the dust has a chance to settle, she learns her mother is sick back in 
Cleveland.  So she ditches her new life and hops aboard a northbound Greyhound bus to her real home and her real mother, 
meeting a quirky cast of fellow travelers along the way.  (SLJ Grades 7-Up) 
 

Donnelly, Jennifer.  These Shallow Graves. 
A young woman in nineteenth-century New York City must struggle against gender and class boundaries when her father is found 
dead of a supposed suicide, and she believes there is more than meets the eye. In order to uncover the truth she will have to decide 
how much she is willing to risk and lose.  (SLJ Grades 9-Up) 
 
Gangsei, Jan.  Zero Day. 
Eight years after being kidnapped Addie Webster, now sixteen, resurfaces under mysterious circumstances, significantly changed, 
and her childhood best friend, Darrow Fergusson, is asked by a national security advisor to spy on her to uncover whether she is a 
threat to her father's Presidency or the nation. (SLJ Grades 7-Up) 
 

Garvin, Jeff.  Symptoms of Being Human. 
A gender-fluid teenager who struggles with identity creates a blog on the topic that goes viral, and faces ridicule at the hands of 
fellow students.  (SLJ Grades 9-Up) 
 
Kaufman, Amie.  Illuminae. 
The planet Kerenza is attacked, and Kady and Ezra find themselves on a space fleet fleeing the enemy, while their ship's artificial 
intelligence system and a deadly plague may be the end of them all. (SLJ Grades 7-Up) 
 

Magro, Mark.  Surfacing. 
In a post apocalyptic world, sixteen-year-olds Zoe and Balt must escape an underground research institute and find their way to the 
surface in order to learn once and for all the truth about themselves, the institute, and the fate of the human race.  (SLJ Grades 6-10) 

 
McGovern, Cammie.  A Step toward Falling. 
When Emily sees her developmentally disabled classmate Belinda being attacked, she does nothing at all.  Belinda, however, 
manages to save herself. When their high school finds out what happened, Emily and Lucas, a football player who was also there 
that night, are required to perform community service at a center for disabled people. But can they do anything that will actually 
help the one person they hurt the most? (SLJ Grades 9-Up) 
 
Monninger, Joseph.  Whippoorwill. 
In rural New Hampshire, Clair Taylor and her neighbor, Danny Stewart, fall into an unlikely relationship as they work together to save 
Wally, a loveable but mistreated dog kept chained in a junk-filled yard by Danny's cruel father. (SLJ Grades 7-Up) 
 
Murphy, Julie.  Dumplin’. 
Willowdean wants to prove to everyone in her small Texas town that she is more than just a fat girl, so, while grappling with her 
feelings for a co-worker who is clearly attracted to her, Will and some other misfits prepare to compete in the beauty pageant her 
mother runs. (SLJ Grades 9-Up) 
 
Oliver, Lauren.  Vanishing Girls. 
Estranged from her sister Dara after an accident that left Dara's face scarred, Nick realizes that something dire has happened when 
Dara vanishes at the same time a young girl goes missing. (SLJ Grades 9-Up) 
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Ostow, Micol.  The Devil and Winnie Flynn. 
While working as a production assistant on her aunt's television show about the paranormal, a seventeen-year-old girl discovers a 
psychic ability of her own, which may provide clues to her mother's death. (SLJ Grades 9-Up) 
 
Schlitz, Laura Amy.  The Hired Girl. 
Over the summer of 1911, Joan pours her heart out into her diary as she seeks a new, better life for herself because maybe, a hired 
girl cleaning and cooking for six dollars a week can become what a farm girl could only dream of--a woman with a future. 
(SLJ Grades 6-9) 
 
Schmidt, Gary D.  Orbiting Jupiter. 
Twelve-year-old Jack narrates the story of foster teen Joseph, who after serving time in a juvenile facility has been placed with a 
family on a rural Maine farm and who resolves to track down the daughter he has never met. (SLJ Grades 6-Up) 
 

Sepetys, Ruta.  Salt to the Sea: a Novel. 
Frantically racing to freedom with thousands of other refugees as Russian forces close in on their homes in East Prussia, Joana, 
Emilia and Florian meet aboard the doomed Wilhelm Gustloff and are forced to trust each other in order to survive.  
(SLJ Grades 8-Up) 
 

Stone, Tamara Ireland.  Every Last Word. 
Consumed by a stream of dark thoughts and worries that she can't turn off, a girl coping with Purely-Obsessional OCD learns to 
accept herself and take control of her life through her experiences in poetry club. (SLJ Grades 8-Up) 
 

Fiction Series (Y) 
Grant, Michael.  Front Lines. (Soldier Girl #1) 
As plague ravages the overcrowded Earth, observed by a ruthless lunar people, Cinder, a gifted mechanic and cyborg, becomes  
involved with handsome Prince Kai and must uncover secrets about her past in order to protect the world in this futuristic take  
on the Cinderella story.  (SLJ Grades 9-Up) 

 
Ritter, William.  Beastly Bones. (Jackaby #2) 
When dinosaur bones go missing, and a beast starts attacking animals and people, leaving their bodies behind, Abigail and R. F. 
Jackaby, supernatural investigators, find themselves hunting for a thief, a monster, and a murderer.  (SLJ Grades 7-Up) 
 

Graphic Novels (Y) 
Brown, Dan.  Drowned City:  Hurricane Katrina & New Orleans. 
Presents a graphic account of the events of Hurricane Katrina and its effects on the city of New Orleans and its people, detailing the 
selflessness, heroism, and courage, while also noting the incompetence, racism, and criminality. (YA graphic 976.044 Br) 
(SLJ Grades 7-Up) 
 

Myers, Walter Dean.  Monster: A Graphic Novel. 
While on trial as an accomplice to a murder, sixteen-year-old Steve Harmon records his experiences in prison and in the courtroom 
in the form of a film script as he tries to come to terms with the course his life has taken. (YA graphic Myers) (SLJ Grades 9-Up) 
 

Non-Fiction 
Hearst, Michael.  Extraordinary People: A Semi-Comprehensive Guide to Some of the World’s Most Fascinating    
Individuals. 
Complemented by graphic novel-style illustrations, an introduction to the lives and achievements of 50 history-making notables 
includes entries for such figures as Evel Knievel, the Iceman and Helen Thayer. (YA 920 He) (SLJ Grade 5-8) 
 

Hoose, Phillip M.  The Boys Who Challenged Hitler. 
Presents the story of a group of Danish boys who formed a resistance organization against the Nazi occupation of their  
country. (YA 940.53 Ho)  (SLJ Grades 9-Up) 

 
Tucholke, April Genevieve, ed.  Slasher Girls & Monster Boys. 
Inspired by classic tales and films, a collection of fourteen short stories ranging from bloody horror, to psychological thrillers, to  
supernatural creatures, to unsettling, all-too-possible realism, by acclaimed YA authors of every genre. (YA 808.83 Sl) 
(SLJ Grades 9-Up) 


